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Metalli c and polymeric foams are more and more used as a material for lightweight struc-
tures [1]. Such structuresare applied in the automotiveor airspaceindustries sincethey combine low
weight, high strength and excellent possibiliti es to absorb energy. The foam itself can be modeled as
a functionally graded material with mechanical propertieschanging over the thicknessdirection.

The aim of this contribution is a new theory based on the direct approach in the plate theory
added by the effectiveproperties concept.

1. Basic equations

Let us consider for the brevity the geometrically and physically linear theory. In addition, we
assume plate-like structures. Here we use the so-called direct approach. In this case one states a
two-dimensional deformable surface. On each part of this deformable surface forces and moments
are acting –they are theprimary variables. The next step is the introduction of thedeformationmea-
sures. Finally, it i s necessary to interlink the forces and the moments with the deformation variables
(constitutive equations). Such a theory is formulated by a more natural way in comparison with the
other approaches. But the identification of thestiffnessand other parameters is anon-trivial problem
and must be realized for each classof plates individually.

Themotionequationsand thekinematic equationsaregiven by the relations [2–4]

(1) ∇ · T + q = ρü + ρΘ1·ϕ̈, ∇ ·M + T
×

+ m = ρΘT

1
·ü + ρΘ2·ϕ̈,

(2) µ =
1

2

[

∇u · a + (∇u · a)T
]

, γ = ∇u · n + c · ϕ, κ = ∇ϕ

HereT, M are the tensors of forces and moments, q, m are thesurfaceloads (forces and moments),
T

×
is thevector invariant of the forcetensor,∇ is thenablaoperator, u, ϕ arethevectorsof displace-

ments and the rotations, Θ1,Θ2 are the first and the secondtensor of inertia, ρ is the density, (. . .)T

denotes transposed and ˙(. . .) is the time derivative. a is the first metric tensor, n is the unit normal
vector, c = −a × n is thediscriminant tensor, µ, γ andκ arethetensor of in-planestrains, thevector
of transverseshear strainsand the tensor of theout-of-planestrains, respectively.

Limiting our discussion to the elastic behavior and small strains we assume the followingcon-
stitutive equationsof a plate

(3)
T · a = A··µ + B··κ + γ · Γ

1
, T · n = Γ · γ + Γ1··µ + Γ2··κ,

M
T = µ··B + C··κ + γ · Γ

2

A,B,C are 4th rank tensors, Γ1,Γ2 are 3rd rank tensors, Γ is a 2nd rank tensor expressing the ef-
fective stiffnessproperties. They depend onthe material properties and the cross-section geometry.
In the general case the tensors contain 36 different values – a reduction is possible assuming some
symmetries.

Let us consider an orthotropic material behavior and aplanemid-surface. In thiscaseonegets

A = A11a1a1 + A12(a1a2 + a2a1) + A22a2a2 + A44a4a4,
B = B13a1a3 + B14a1a4 + B23a2a3 + B24a2a4 + B42a4a2,
C = C22a2a2 + C33a3a3 + C34(a3a4 + a4a3) + C44a4a4,
Γ = Γ1a1 + Γ2a2, Γ1 = 0, Γ2 = 0
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with a1 = a = e1e1 + e2e2, a2 = e1e1 − e2e2, a3 = c = e1e2 − e2e1, a4 = e1e2 + e2e1, e1, e2 are
unit basic vectors.

2. Stiffnesstensors identification

The individuality of each classof plates in the framework of the direct approach is expressed
by the effective properties (stiffness, density, inertia terms, etc.). Let us focus our attention onthe
stiffnessexpressions. The identification of the effective stresses should be performed onthe base of
thepropertiesof thereal material. Let usassumethegeneralized Hooke’s law with material properties
which depend on z. The identification of the effective properties can be performed with the help
of static boundary value problems (two-dimensional, three-dimensional) and the comparison of the
forces andmoments (in thesenseof averaged stressesor stressresultants).

Finally, weget the followingexpressions for thestiffnesstensor components [2,4]

(4)
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4
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,
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where< . . . > is the integral over theplate thicknessh, whileη2 andλ2 are theminimal eigen-values
of the followingSturm-Liouvill eproblems
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The described above approach was applied to FGM plates made of metal or polymer foams with
nonhomogeneousdistribution of porosity [4,5].

3. Conclusions

We presented the theory of FGM plates on the basis of the direct approach. The considered
approach to model FGM plates within the framework of a 5-parametric theory of plates has an ad-
vantage with respect to theories of sandwich or laminated plates sincemany classical results can be
improved without any difficulties.
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